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Recent studios of tho Kinetics of short ronge ordorln» In some binary 
substitutional alloys sxposod to noutron or oloctron irrodistion heve lsd 
to the conclusion that soif-Interstitiels do contribua« to tho observed 
onhoncsoionts of atomic mobility, concurrently to vacancies, ond thet this 
contribution con ovon bo predominant. It was lnforrod too that tho nobility 
of tho oolf-lntorstltlals wos not vary dlffsront fro» that of voconcios 
(1 - 4). Thos* deductions ond tho important implications thsy hovs were 
dorlvsd froo) electrical roslstlvity rssults os e measure of th* vorlobls 
degree of order. 

Zsnor relaxation measurements provlds s vory ssloctivo method in such 
o research, sineo they oro only sensitive to tho stross Induced reorienta
tions. Whet Is more, thoy eon in principle bo perforated directly under flux 
et the toMperstur* and et every lustont of tho irradiation. In those condi
tions, the Zoner charastorlotle relaxation tine T i"- related to the concen-
trotloasand oobllltlos of vacancies end self-lnterstltlale by the expression 1 

-1 *Vvv * "Vi 
where e is the total vacancy concentration, including thermal vacancies, 
c 1 is the interstitial concentration, v and v are the respective mobilities 
of tncoo two spools*, A Is • constant of the order of unftreo dotarodhod from 
thermal equilibrium **peri»ertti II), end • can be 0 or about 1 depending upon 
tho effiosomy of «ho solf-lntorstitioU in producing ohort-reng* order» In 
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the following discussions, lacking direct evidence for the value of 6, we 
will ascume B • A • 1. 

The next pages present the first practical application of the Zener rela
xation to radiation studies with reference to a Ag-Zn alloy bombarded by 
fast neutrons. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

An apparatus has been devised, which enable in situ strain relaxation 
measurements in a reactor. An écorché of the experimental arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 1. The specimen is a hélicoïdal spring with 5 windings of 
square cross-section 2mm x 2mm and 21mm in diameter. It is clamped at its 
upper end. Its state of stress is changed by the alternate application and 
release of a weight. The corresponding strain relaxation is studied by 
measuring the absorption frequency of o resonant cavity, the variations of 
which are proportional to the displacement of the free end of the specimen. 
Frequency versus time data can be rscorded every second. For more details, 
see (6). All experiments were made with the whole system placed in the 
Siloette reactor of the Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Grenoble, A helium 
pressure of 3 bar', provided an inert atmosphere and good heat transfer. 
Temperature gradients could be Kept below two degrees, as measured by means 
of thermocouples on a dummy specimen, for the flux of 9.10 fast neutrons/ 
cm 2 x sec used in this study. 

The sample is a Ag-30 at % Zn alloy. Its preparation has been described 
elsewhere (6), Before mounting it was given a two day anneal at 700"C under 
vacuum, to produce a large grain size and low dislocation density. 

RESULTS 

Normalized relaxation curves are shown on Fig, 1, Thsy are given in a 
semi-logarithmic plot, which enables the simultaneous determination of both 
the mean relaxation time ? and the distribution parameter fl of relaxation 
times, using the conventional method of analysis (5,7), Under both zero flux 
and irrstiated condition*, 0 is found to be close to 1,0, in reasonable 
agreement with former results (8), The mean relaxation time lr> thermal equi
librium conditions at 110*C is 1,3 x 10 sec, It corresponds to a vacancy 

-11 concentration of about 1 x 10 , The relaxation rate appears to be increased 
in presence of the flux by a factor of about 25, 
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Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the relaxation times obtained 
both with and without fKx. For the Irradiated condition, the relaxation 
was started once thermal stability has been achieved* approximately 20 mln. 
after initiation of the flux. To avrid the problem of the variation of the 
mean relaxation time as the relaxation proceeds (see below), the relaxation 
time was measured by the initial slope method (8). After every measurement 
with irradiation, the sample was heated Inside the facility to a temperature 
of 2S0*C for half an hour, treatment which was found to lead to highly repro
ducible initial values of the relaxation rate. It can be seen that the 
results deviate progressively from the thermal line as the temperature 
decreases. Indicating an increased enhancement of the atomic mobility with 
decreasing temperature. At the lowest temperatures, the data approach a 
straight line with a slope yielding an apparent activation energy of 0.33 î 
0,03 eV. However, as will be shown in the subsequent analysis, it is not 
proper to interpret the temperature dependence of these results in terms of 
a single thermally activated process. 

As can be seen on Fig. 3, the measured relaxation time at a given tempe
rature increases with the irradiation dose. This could be detected by trigge
ring relaxation experiments after varying irradiation periods. To verify that 
the observed effect was due to the formation of sinKs, a series of annealing 
treatments were given the heavily irradiated specimen. An anneal at 2S0*C f 
restores affectively the relaxation rate to the value it had originally in | 
the fresh specimen. The linear dependence on dose is consistent with the I 
expectation that the created sinks ara vacancy loops, the formation >jf which i 
is dominated by cascade collaose. Fig. 4 brings to evidence the strong depen
dence on temperature of tha above mentioned rate of increase of the relaxatior 
time. The observed trend could reflect a dacreaae of the production rate of 
sinks with Increasing temperature. 

DISCUSSION 

Tha result of tha increasing relaxation rate and correlatlvely decreasing 
concentration of defacta wlt.r time during steady flux could not have been 

v obtained if détecta ware annihilating mainly by recombination. Thus, to I) ?! interpret the data, wa can ignore the pure pair recombination caaa and consi- i 
dar only tha general balance aquations which daacriba tha defacta supersatu
ration which exist under flux whan radiation defects car be lost both bynutual \ 
recombination and at fixed sinks (for example see equ.1/2 of ref. 9). If thesejj 
aquations are aat aqual to zaro (ataady atata condition), partial solutions U 
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for r. and c. are readily derived. They predict that the enhancement is quasi 
temperature independent If the density of sinks c la high. For a lower sinks 
density» pair recombination becomes prominent and the activation energy tends 
by lower values towards an upper limit of one half the migration energy of 
vacancies, at low temperatures, whichever species is responsible of the 
enhancement (Fig. 2). 

Actually, the effective activation energy inferred from the data points 
obtained after a short irradiation period (Fig. 2) Is significantly higher 
than one half the value of 0.54 * 0.02 eV determined by BERRY and 0REH0TSK.Y 
(8) to be the migration energy of vacancies in a Ag-30 at \ Zn alloy. Conside
ration of the relaxation time values extrapolated to zero Irradiation time 
would lead to the same conclusion. The discrepancy with the predictions of 
the models can tentatively be explained by a temperature dependence of the 
number of "free" defects which escape a cascade. This number would be increa
sed by a factor of about 2, when the temperature goes from 40*C to 90*C, 
assuming that the sinks concentration lias below 10 (10). At any rate, it 
can be inferred from the measured enhancement factors, that only few of the 
initially produced defects escape the cascade, say about 10 at 40*C. This is 
not too surprising for the alloy under consideration, in which the cascades 
could be very littlo extended due to the relatively high atomic number of Ag 
and to the less favorable focussing conditions for the self-intarstitials 
than In a monoatomlc metal. 

As a conclusion, the interpretation of neutron enhancement results has 
no straightforward meaning in terms of activation energies for the moving 
species responsible for the enhanced atomic mobility. Instead, it is influ
enced by the temperature dependence of the rate of production of freely 
migrating defects and of sinks for these defects. 
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CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 t Normalized strain relaxation curves obtained at 110*C under condi-
11 2 tlons of zero flux and a fast neutron flux of 9 x 10 n/cm x sec. 

Approximately one-fifth of the data points are shown. 

Fig. 2 t Arrhenius plot of the Zener relaxation times measured under 
11 2 conditions of zero flux and a fast neutron flux of 9 x 10 n/cm *-, 

x sec. Theoretical curves are presented for various sinks concentra
tions c . They have been obtained for A " B " 1 » Z " 1 5 ( 1 0 ) , 

v • 10 exp (- '-• ) (8). The cross-section for fast neutrons was 
taken equal to 3 . 10"'* cm*. Adjustement on the 40°C experimental 
data points was proceeded by varying the production rate of defects, 
that is the number of free defects escaping a cascade. 

Fig. 3 i Influence of irradiation dose on the initial relaxation time. The 
measurement was started after (1) 20 mn (2) about 5 hours (3) about 
8 hours (4) about 14 hours of irradiation. 

Fig. 4 i Dependence on temperature of the variation of initial relaxation 
times with irradiation dose. 
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